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Background

In 2015 the NC3Rs, in collaboration with Medimmune, organised a one day workshop to explore how to use the 3Rs as a foundation for minimising both animal use and drug attrition in oncology research.

A copy of the workshop programme can be found in Annex 1. Topics covered included preclinical testing of immunotherapies and drug-drug combinations, the application of slice culture and microfluidic devices, and how *in vitro* modelling can be used to inform candidate drug selection, patient selection, scheduling and combinations. The workshop was attended by around 100 researchers from academia (60%), the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries (23%) and other sectors active in preclinical oncology research (17%), including small and medium sized enterprises.

The workshop focused on how the use of animals could be reduced by improving the predictive value of models, both *in vivo* and *in vitro*. There were two main themes discussed. First, delegates identified opportunities to increase collaboration and data sharing between academia and industry to improve the predictive value of animal models of disease and efficacy testing. Second, delegates identified key steps to enable the development of biological complexity in *in vitro* models with relevance to human disease. This report summarises the discussions, including an overview of the models currently used, and provides a guide for future NC3Rs activities in this area.
Defining the challenges – scientific, clinical and 3Rs

Treating cancer is one of the key unmet medical challenges of the 21st century, with the disease causing 29% of all deaths in the UK in 2014 [1]. Multiple diverse mechanisms of action contribute to tumour development and progression [2]. This results in tumour heterogeneity at both a cellular and population level [3, 4], and makes the disease difficult to treat effectively.

Research from the academic and pharmaceutical research communities continues to result in the approval of new cancer therapies [5], with 18 new compounds approved by the US Food and Drugs Administration in 2015 [6], and 14 by the European Medicines Agency [7]. Nevertheless, despite the fact that many of these new treatments may extend survival by a number of months or improve quality of life, patients with advanced disease often still have a poor prognosis.

The attrition rate of oncology drugs during clinical trials is high [8] and this has led to some pharmaceutical companies discontinuing research [9] or trading/consolidating assets [10] in this area. One major cause of drug attrition in oncology is the lack of efficacy of compounds despite extensive preclinical testing [11], and hence in recent years there has been an increase in the focus on the predictivity of preclinical models [12]. A range of test paradigms is typically used to piece together information on the physicochemical, biological and pharmacological properties of potential efficacious compounds. Through this, drug discovery programmes are used to generate a weight-of-evidence for company and regulatory decision making, using techniques ranging from monoculture and more complex preclinical models through to clinical expression and mechanism of action studies.

Rodent models are heavily relied upon in oncology preclinical development. The procedures involved can cause the animals pain, suffering and distress, and the cancer research community has been proactive in promoting refinements, including publication of welfare guidelines for cancer research [13] which outline best practice. Cancer is a disease area with one of the highest use of rodents in the UK, with 172,499 mice and rats used for oncology and cancer research in 2014 [14]. Advances in in vitro technologies bring the prospect of reduction in the number of animals used, as well as an opportunity to develop more predictive tools to address the challenge of drug attrition.
Overview of model systems for cancer research

A range of published model systems are used for preclinical oncology research including 2D and 3D cell culture, invertebrates (e.g. *Drosophila*), "lower" vertebrate organisms (e.g. zebrafish), and rodents. The latter includes genetically engineered mouse models (GEMM), syngeneic, cell-derived xenografts (CDX) and patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models. A recent review from Genentech [15] illustrates how preclinical models fit into the drug development pipeline of a major organisation. Generally models are selected by their relevance to the target under consideration and the available biomarkers to confirm target engagement/modulation.

**Animal models**

GEMMs are used in drug development to examine the effect of targeted mutations, and have advantages in that they harbour patient-relevant mutations, are immunocompetent and can demonstrate features of metastasis. Although GEMMs can model longitudinal tumour development effectively, they are limited by the restricted number of mutations within a tumour and by lack of human tissue components. In addition, practical challenges exist such as the slow development of tumours and difficulties assessing tumour growth [16].

CDX and PDX models allow the study of a whole tumour in situ, but are limited by the need to use immunodeficient mice to avoid xenograft rejection, by non-orthotopic implantation of the xenograft and by the absence or rapid resorption of human stromal components [17]. Published evidence shows that, far from being static isolated cell masses, tumours manipulate stromal components in their immediate environment and the immune system to evade destruction. Key differences exist in human and mouse stromal components which manifest themselves in differential reactions to anti-tumour drugs. For PDX models, selection of clones from a heterogeneous patient tumour can result in the use of minor clones for engraftment, which may not adequately represent the heterogeneity of mutations in the original tumour [18]. Despite such limitations the potential of personalised medicine and development of humanised mice [19] are likely to increase the use of PDX models in the future, particularly for patient/rodent co-clinical trials, and the selection of personalised treatments for patients offered as a service by some commercial organisations [20].

Immunocompetent syngeneic models [21] and GEMMs [22] are being used to support the development of antibody-based therapeutics which modulate the immune system. For example, mouse syngeneic models were used to characterise the mechanism of action of anti-CTLA-4 in the B16 melanoma model [21, 23], which correlated with the successful development of ipilimumab, the T-cell targeted cancer immunotherapy which was FDA approved in 2011 [24].

Multiple differences in immune cell types and expression of key proteins in mice and humans [25] can however make establishing mechanism of action, efficacy and safety in animals complex. Mouse tumour cell lines used in syngeneic models are typically poorly annotated in terms of their mutation load and detailed phenotyping of the immune system in the mouse is necessary to select the appropriate model [15]. Some progress has been made in further investigating the role of the immune system in mouse syngeneic tumour models [26-28]. This is a developing field and further work will be required to fully characterise these models, to link mouse and human genetic and immunological features with treatment response data. Although
humanised mice are available which carry engrafted human immune cells, further work is required to characterise the immune/host cell interactions in these animals and confidently demonstrate immunomodulation-related effects and efficacy.

In vitro technologies

Cell line panels have been effectively used to screen compounds during drug development [29], but have limited predictive and face validity to human tumours [30]. Emerging complex in vitro models which combine multiple tissue types in 3D have the potential to improve predictive validity by more closely recapitulating human biology. This includes capturing the complex dynamics between host and tumour cells, diversity of mutations, 3D structure and stromal components [31]. Recent developments in human stem cell and microphysiological device technologies allow 3D modelling of tumours with human cells, organoids or tissue in more physiologically-relevant environments. These models will require further development and characterisation to more fully define their usefulness in the drug development pipeline, and to build regulator confidence in the data they produce. Nonetheless, as the complexity of such systems evolves they will have the potential to reduce animal use in studies to define mechanisms of action, and improve compound selection [32].

Animal models have been the ‘workhorse’ of cancer research for many years. The models are often generated and characterised by academic researchers, disseminated via a publication or presentation and subsequently adopted and validated by industry for a specific outcome measure or measures. The effective transfer of knowledge between academic and drug development or industry laboratories is therefore essential. Industry experience suggests that oncology studies are often not well reported in peer-reviewed publications [33]. Furthermore, scientists from a biotechnology company demonstrated that a high number of results from preclinical oncology studies from ‘landmark studies’ could not be reproduced in other laboratories [34]. Therefore there is a need for more direct collaboration and dialogue.

There are a number of consortium-based approaches to facilitate the sharing of information on animal models to help improve reproducibility and promote greater understanding of the models and their limitations. One example of this, the Cancer Research Technologies’ Preclinical Models Network [35], is beginning to centralise information on preclinical models, including protocols. In addition, the SEARCH Breast project connects researchers working on breast cancer, and facilitates sharing of animal tissues and other resources [36]. In the EU, the EuroPDX consortium is creating a not-for-profit library to share patient-derived xenograft material for collaborative projects and multi-centre trials [37]. In addition, the Centre for Biomedical Informatics and Information Technology at the National Cancer Institute in the USA has established the Oncology Models Forum as a repository for models, to share information and reduce replication of model
Themes emerging from the workshop

Preclinical and clinical data generated by commercial organisations during drug development could also help improve reproducibility, as clinical examples could be used to validate preclinical modelling. The sharing of industry data can be challenging because of issues around intellectual property and commercial advantage. Nevertheless, there are a number of successful initiatives that demonstrate the positive impact of cross-company data sharing, including the Innovative Medicines Initiative PREDECT consortium [31] and the Animal Model Framework project [39]. Additionally, many funding bodies and journals now require award holders/authors to place datasets in online repositories [40], and the pharmaceutical industry in Europe is increasingly called upon to make clinical trial data available [41].

Increasing complexity and confidence in *in vitro* approaches

Advances in biology, material science and bioengineering are transforming the availability and utility of complex 3D models by using multiple human cell or tissue types and 3D cell culture [42] to produce organoids or spheroids which resemble functional units of organs [43]. This is being accelerated by developments in media, cell scaffolds, microphysiological devices and bioprinting technologies [44-46]. Stem cell, gene editing and next-generation sequencing technologies are also allowing novel human cancer-relevant assays to be built which allow studies that could only previously be carried out *in vivo* [32]. Nevertheless, there are significant barriers to the increased uptake and application of these models to reduce animal use across a range of disease areas including oncology, including lack of validation against human standard of care compounds.

Stem cell maturity and the relevance of organoids and spheroids to the whole organ need to be fully demonstrated. Some tissues or cell populations are technically more challenging to reconstitute *in vitro* than others, such as the immune system. In addition, the combination of multiple tissues in parallel or within the same device has yet to be demonstrated with most tissue types. Programmes such as the NC3Rs CRACK IT Challenges funding competition provide a mechanism for multi-disciplinary and cross-sector collaboration. An oncology-based CRACK IT Challenge would be timely in terms of providing a test case for developing novel cancer models and embedding them in an industrial setting.

The scientific community, including industry and regulators, needs to build confidence in using these models to make decisions, and demonstrating that they provide information that translates to the clinic or is at least as ‘good’ as the animal model is critical. Human (and in some instances animal) data against which to benchmark and validate *in vitro* models is essential. A harmonised approach across research groups in terms of data collection and reporting would potentially be game changing in identifying which models recapitulate human physiology and disease based on defined technical and/or performance standards. Critical information would include basal characteristics of the *in vitro* models, for example, the growth rate of cells, production of appropriate proteins and appropriate metabolism. In addition, data describing responses to drugs/compounds would give context to the *in vitro* model that could be compared with clinical data, including responses of key biomarkers in the *in vitro* model to the most
commonly used standard-of-care treatments for cancer. Access to biobanking and libraries of defined compounds will underpin proof-of-concept in the models and ultimately drive uptake [47].

Ultimately there needs to be regulatory confidence and acceptance in in vitro technologies. In cases where there is no relevant animal model, in vitro models and functional cross-reactivity studies have been used to build the case for efficacy and safety. This is illustrated by the development pathway for Immunocore’s ImmTAC molecules [48]. These are human bi-specific proteins which combine a T-cell receptor based targeting system and an anti-CD3 effector function to activate a T-cell response against cancer cells. Given the human specific nature of these molecules, regulators accepted a preclinical data package which contained no in vivo data, but instead relied upon human in vitro data to demonstrate safety and toxicology. It is possible that this principle can be extended to other cases where the value of the animal model is unproven. European medicines regulators have introduced the ‘safe harbour’ concept [49] to allow companies to submit data obtained using new approaches in parallel with data generated using existing studies, typically in vivo. The former is not used as part of the regulatory decision making process but instead for consideration of its possible future regulatory acceptance, in effect helping to build regulatory confidence in new approaches whilst minimising the risk to the companies. It will be important to exploit these opportunities as capacity in in vitro modelling for oncology increases.

While animal models continue to be an important component of oncology drug discovery programmes, new technologies and developments in bioengineering are leading to opportunities to increase the human relevance of preclinical modelling, and reduce the number of animals used. Maximising this potential will require a coordinated strategy, new ways of working and partnerships between in vivo and in vitro scientists, different disciplines, and academia, industry and regulators. There are a number of relevant and ongoing initiatives but more could be done particularly to facilitate data sharing to accelerate the development of in vitro models. Increasing the interaction between in vitro and in vivo researchers through face-to-face meetings such as this workshop and online activities is required to achieve this.

The NC3Rs is grateful to Medimmune for providing funding to support the workshop; colleagues at Medimmune and Cancer Research UK for assistance in the development of the programme; and the speakers and participants at the workshop.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.00–9.30</td>
<td>Registration and refreshments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9.30– 9.50   | Welcome and introduction  
Chair: Professor John Hickman, IMI PREDECT Consortium |
| 9:50–10:25   | Selecting the right preclinical models for cancer immunotherapy  
Dr Michelle Morrow, MedImmune Ltd |
| 10:25-11:00  | Value of preclinical models for progressing oncology combinations  
Dr Hazel Jones, Cancer Research UK |
| 11:00–11:20  | Refreshments and poster/exhibitor viewing                                                        |
| 11:20– 11.55 | A new Dutch precompetitive Research Institute for in vitro human organ and disease models: Human Organ and Disease Model Technologies (hDMT), - towards in vitro (pre-) clinical trials “on chips”  
Dr Anja van de Stolpe, Philips Research (Philips Group Innovation), The Netherlands |
| 11:55–12:20  | Imaging in animal models of cancer and translation to the clinic  
Professor Kevin Brindle, University of Cambridge |
| 12:20 - 12:45| Developing immunotherapeutic biologics using in vitro approaches: a positive experience  
Dr Namir Hassan, Immunocore |
| 12:45 – 13:45| Lunch and poster/exhibitor viewing                                                                |
| 13:45 – 14:10| Screening in cultured human tissues to improve selection of pre-clinical candidates  
Dr Leo Price, Ocello, The Netherlands. |
| 14.10 – 14.35| Using pre-clinical models to model patient selection, scheduling and combinations, to optimize therapeutic index of cancer therapies  
Dr Simon Barry, AstraZeneca |
| 14.35 – 15.00| Precision-cut tumour slices: towards capturing tumour complexity and heterogeneity in vitro  
Professor John Hickman, IMI PREDECT Consortium |
| 15.00 – 15.25| Use of zebrafish to study the effects of cytotoxic drugs on inflammatory cells in primary and metastatic tumours  
Professor Claire Lewis, University of Sheffield |
| 15.25 – 16.00| Refreshments and poster/exhibitor viewing                                                        |
| 16.00 – 16.30| Discussion and vote : Blocks to the adoption of in vitro models for preclinical oncology research  
Introducer: Dr Namir Hassan |
| 16.30 – 17.00| Discussion and vote : Collaboration to improve predictive value of preclinical models in oncology  
Introducer: Dr Hazel Jones |
| 17.00 – 17.30| Q&A and audience vote                                                                               |
| 17.30 – 18.30| Networking and poster/exhibitor viewing                                                            |